Abstract. The decades of research of R M Santilli resulted into the formulation of iso-, geno-and hyper-mathematics [1, 2] that helped in understanding numerous diversified problems and removing inadequacies in most of the established and celebrated theories of 20 th century physics and chemistry, for example, the theories of relativity, quantum mechanics (chemistry), astrophysics, particle physics, and so on. This involves the isotopic, genotopic, etc. lifting of Lie algebra that generated Lie admissible mathematics to properly describe irreversible processes. The studies on Hadronic m Mechanics based on Santilli's mathematics for the first time has removed the very fundamental limitations of quantum chemistry [3, 4] [2, 3, 4]. Herein, we review a Santilli-Shillady model[3, 4, 5] of hydrogen and water molecules characterized by a bond at short distances of the two valance electrons into a singlet quasi-particle state called isoelectronium for hydrogen molecule and two isoelctronia (one per H-O dimer) in case of water molecule. We especially emphasis on: the numerically exact representation of binding energies from unadulterated first axiomatic principle, the reduction of the hydrogen molecule to a restricted three body problem that admits exact analytic solutions and the reduction of computer time by at least a factor of 1000 folds due to a much faster convergent series.
INTRODUCTION
Following decades of research Professor R. M. Santilli has achieved a milestone in formulation of a new mathematics (Santilli's Mathematics) that streamlined almost all branches of physics including quantum mechanics (chemistry). No doubt quantum mechanics (chemistry) has made very fundamental contributions in understanding atomic and sub-atomic level of aspects via its majestic axiomatic structure. However, with the advancement in experimental and technological efficiencies the increasing limitations of quantum mechanics got surfaced out. Santilli right from his graduate studies had fundamental doubts on the final structure of quantum mechanics due to its inability to explain, for example -it does not characterize an attractive force among neutral atoms of hydrogen molecule; why hydrogen and water molecules admit only two H-atoms and not three or more; characteristics like binding energy, electric and magnetic dipole and multi-pole moments of hydrogen and other molecules have not been represented accurately; and the basis of introduction of an arbitrary function to describe screening of coulomb potential between two electrons to arrive at a more accurate numerical representation of molecular binding energies and other data. Moreover, the unitary structural departure of theory from the basic axioms of quantum mechanics and chemistry could not be justified; a larger percentage are missing in the representations of electric and magnetic moments, sometimes even have wrong signs; the absence of explanation for electron 'correlation energy', etc.
More so the quantum chemistry is structurally linear theory, thus representing complex multi body systems via the factorization of the total wave function into its individual components which requires the adoption of the superposition principle as a prerequisite for its consistency. However, multi-body systems like water molecules are nonlinear where superposition principle is inapplicable, with consequential impossibility of formulating a consistent factorization that reveals the inability of quantum chemistry to rationally deal complex structures.
The synthesis of water molecule is structurally irreversible process whereas quantum chemistry is a reversible theory indicating the possibility of spontaneous decay of water molecule which became a serious drawback of the theory.
Beside all these limitations quantum chemistry admits an additional rather crucial limitation given by poor convergence of the perturbation series. That is, water molecule and other complex structures require Gaussian and other methods, all based on expansions whose calculations require the use of computers due to their complexities. The insufficiency here referred to is given by the fact that the time requested for basic calculations by large computers is generally excessive, thus implying an inherent lack of strong convergence of the underlying perturbative series, with consequential debatable accuracies.
The above shortcomings of quantum chemistry motivated Santilli [6] to construct the hadronic covering of quantum chemistry which is capable of resolving almost all the issues of insufficiencies. This covering is christened as Hadronic Mechanics [1] . Santilli and Shillady [3, 4] have proposed new isochemical models for the structure of hydrogen and water molecules which apparently for the first time : 1) explained, why these molecules have only two atoms (per dimer in case of water molecule), 2) achieved an exact representation of binding energy from unadulterated first axiomatic principle, and 3) proved the reduction of computer time by at least a factor of 1000 folds.
HADRONIC CHEMISTRY
With the achievement of mathematical maturity of hadronic mechanics, Santilli applied it to chemical systems and the results were amenable to the precise experimental verification and industrial applications [1] . Santilli and Shillady for the first time in their historical paper (1999) [3] have provided a covering now known as Hadronic chemistry. This study primarily propose proper quantitative scientific contents of a valence bond which is formed due to the mutual penetration of the extended wavepackets of the electrons causing the departure from the class of unitary equivalence. These nonlinear, nonlocal and nonpotential interactions are then represented invariantly via an isounitary transformation by projecting its conventional nonunitary form. For this purpose Santilli and Shillady use the fundamental isounit of hadronic chemistry [1] whose volume integral for all mutual short distances between the valence electrons greater than 1 fm, is null and hadronic chemistry recovers quantum chemistry. This then recognizes the emergence of the attractive Hulthén potential which at short distance behaves like coulomb potential and is much stronger than the later.
In this way, Santilli and Shillady arrived at a strong valence bond for the first time in the history of chemistry -a valence coupling between two identical electrons from two different atoms into a singlet quasi-particle state called as isoelectronium which describes an oo-shaped orbit around the respective two nuclei. This then became the necessary condition to justify that the character of the H -H molecule is not paramagnetic, in total agreement with the experimental verification. Therefore, it is needless to say, once two valence electrons are bonded into the isoelectronium, there is no possibility of bonding even an additional atom justifying, why hydrogen and/or water molecules admit only two hydrogen atoms. Below we describe hadronic chemistry as applied to hydrogen and water molecules in brief.
The hydrogen molecule (1999)
According to quantum chemistry, the hydrogen molecule is a four body system comprising two protons and two electrons with conventional equation for the molecule at rest, that is, the two protons are considered at rest as convetionally done 
where 1, 2 represents the two electrons; a, b represents the two protons; R is the distance between the protons; and r represent other distances. Due to its four body character, the above equation, does not admit any analytic solution; misses at least 2% of the binding energy; and predicts that the hydrogen molecule is paramagnetic due to the evidence independence of the electrons.
However, the Santilli's isochemical model of the hydrogen molecule as a four-body system yield the following expression:
showing the appearance of the Santilli-Shillady strong valence bond of Hulthén type that absorbs all coulomb potentials, where m represents the isorenormalized mass of the electron. However, a fundamental implication of hadronic chemistry is that of restricting the above four-body model to a three-body structure evidently composed by the two protons at mutual distance R and the two valence electrons strongly bonded into the isoelectronium quasiparticle. By recalling that Hulthén potential behaves at small distances like the coulomb one and therefore, the isochemical model of hydrogen molecule as a three-body system can be written
where the system does admit an analytic solution in its restricted form under the assumption that the isoelectronium is stable; and one should note again the change of the eigenvalue in transition from equation 1. Note also that equation 3 is purely quantum chemical because all distances between the constituents are much bigger than 1 fm.
The water molecule (2000)
Subsequent to the successful study of hydrogen molecule using isochemical molecular model of isoelectronium [3] ; Santilli and Shillady proposed their second historical study [4] of hadronic chemistry for debatable water molecule resulting from the first axiomatic unadulterated principles of binding energy, sign and values of electric and magnetic moments and other data. The hypothesis was that the two valence electrons, one per each pair of hydrogen and oxygen atoms, correlate themselves into a bonded singlet state at a short distance resulting in two isoelectronia, one per each H-O dimer. The bonding force between the two H-and O-atoms was justified by Hultén force between the two valence electrons in the isoelectronia. Therefore, the binding energy is characterized by two oo-shaped orbits of isoelectronia around the H-O-H nuclei and molecule itself is characterized by two isoelectronia, one per each H-O dimer. This then renders the system of H-O− dimer as a three body system (two protons of hydrogen atoms and two electrons strongly bound into an isoelectronium quasiparticle) with an exact solution.
Now by denoting with the sub-indices 1 and a to hydrogen; 2 and b, to oxygen, and assuming the absence of all hadronic effects, the conventional quantum chemical representation for above H-O dimer is similar to that of equation 1. Further, if we recall that the Hulthén potential potential behaves like a coulomb one at short mutual distance, regenerates the form of equation 2 represented for isochemical model of four-body hydrogen molecule. Now, herein the additional H-atom bonded with the first H-O-dimer can be represented via a nonunitary image of the coulomb law resulting in screening of Gaussian type 2e
where, the double value 2e originates from the duality of the bonds in H-O-H; α is positive parameter to be determined from the data; the sign "-" applies for an O-atom as seen from an H-electron; and the sign "+" applies for the O-atom as seen from the H-nucleus. 
where E is half of the binding energy of the water molecule; R is the interatomic distance.
A more accurate isochemical model of water molecule was given by a five-body system comprising the two H nuclei, the O atom assumed with all electrons concentrated in the nucleus except for two valence electrons, and two isoelectronia assumed as fully stable. This model admits no analytic solution, thus requiring variational or other approaches.
